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This energy flow reading will show your current flows, blockages and messages from your guides. It is 
prepared using the chakragraph method created by Jamie Homeister and expanded to give a more 
definite energy flow through your energy centers. I created this in partnership with Metatron and his 
cube. 

The Masculine energy flows from the Crown and the Feminine energy flows from the Root. They meet in 
the center at the heart. When blockages occur, it skips over areas. This can create physical pain as it 
flows through areas that are not meant to handle the heavier flow of energy.  

Root: Your current energy in the root is showing as a pink color that becomes a volcano. Erupting and 
pushing seeds of your root towards the heart center. This is a positive sign as we move into the Age of 
Aquarius. The heart center will become your true root/grounding center as we move towards more 
feminine energy. There are some white spaces in your root. Resistance to this change. It is same to allow 
the change to continue. Follow your intuition in the timing. Your root will still function as your safety 
and protective nature. The white also indicates that there is an opening of energy. You may have felt 
wounded by a relationship and it has left an opening. Intention to fill these areas with self love and 
reassurance that you are safe and protected will help fill them with positive energy and allow easier 
flow. The white areas are showing predominantly between the root and the sacral.  

Sacral: As we move into the Sacral energy, it is mostly purple with gold streaks. You are moving towards 
royal energy in this center. Gold and purple representing royalty or moving towards your soul union. 
There is an area of yellow and the area of white within the sacral. It is urging caution and a need to heal 
this area before fully moving towards a significant relationship with another. The yellow is between the 
Sacral and the Heart area. This isn’t a directly linked energy flow but an accessorial one. Proper energy 
flow goes to the Solar Plexus before the Heart. The flow from the Sacral to the Solar plexus has some 
obstacles. An area of pain that needs healing. This is in the inner child section of your energy. A situation 
in your childhood that made you feel powerless. It will need to be addressed but only when you are 
ready. Your guides do not want you to rush it. It lies within your school years. Among your friends and 
your guardians or adults did not help you choose the best way to handle things. This resulted in fear and 
trauma in relationships where you do not have a choice. When you are required to work alongside 
others who you do not really like. It may have been a school project or team mate of some sort. It has 
held on and will need to be released. You cannot control the actions or beliefs of others.  

Solar Plexus: Your seat of power. Feeling in control of your life. There is a lot going on in this area. It has 
the workings of moving to its soul union. But there is a giant blue arrow pointing towards the Crown. 
Skipping past the Throat and Third Eye. Grazing the heart center, a bit. You are finding your power 
within your communication through the crown. Because it is such a large arrow, it means that you are 
not using your Throat and Third eye. There is a green area of jealousy with anger running through it 
within your solar plexus. It may be deeply rooted in your energy. It feels like a lesson to overcome that 
spans many lifetimes. This may already be in process and may be why you are working so much with 



your crown. To connect to those lifetimes. Be careful not to spend too much time on it that it interferes 
with your life here. Gentle work on it.  

Heart: This is your connection to your soul. It has seeds of energy in it from the Root. To blossom into 
the poinsettia. The poinsettia represents joy, cheer, and success. It is common for Christmas and 
beautiful even in the winter time. This shows the value of your heart as being beautiful even in the 
worst of weathers or coldest of seasons. Strength to power through.  

Throat: The throat has a sideways heart with gold inside it. A cage of sorts keeping you from speaking 
your truth in your heart. You have fears still holding you back from those who are close to you. You 
value their thoughts of you more than sharing the true parts of you. This is not usual at your stage of 
development. Please do not see it as a bad thing. This just brings awareness that you are guides are 
adding love to the situation. There is a line of tiny heart coming from above into your Throat energy.  

Third Eye: There is a coiled snake in your third eye. It also presents as a turtle with bindings around it. It 
is in blue with red above it. There is also a circle of gold spheres. The snake is showing Egyptian energy 
and the need to explore your existence in that era. It will help guide you to unlock that which is holding 
you back from true vision in your third eye. The turtle is urging you to go slow with it. This blockage did 
not occur quickly. It must be gently but firmly explored. Look towards prophets and sheiks to find your 
truth among this era of your past lives. It will help you move forward with balance. They are suggesting 
there was a form of slavery near the end of this life. So please be gentle as it can be traumatic. 
Remember that you cannot change it but you can accept it as being your truth that you could not 
control. Take these lessons forward to make sure you do not put others in the same position you found 
yourself.  

Crown: The crown has solid division within it. It is also strongly connecting to the feminine energy and 
hasn’t yet identified its masculine side within the divine. You are equal parts within your divine soul 
Bringing that together in a human form that is seen as only one or the other is difficult for many. There 
is a great deal of yellow in your crown. You are using it heavily but use caution in what you allow to 
come through. Set protections and intentions that only your highest guides be allowed to communicate 
through you. Once you learn to feel energy more deeply, you can allow others to communicate. For 
now, your guides wish you to use more caution and protection.  

 

I hope this helps explain much of what you are experiencing right now. Physical symptoms that you may 
be experiencing right now are headaches on the left side, swollen lymph nodes on the right and 
indigestion. You may also have spells of dizziness/blurriness when trying to seek out your past lives 
through your third eye. They suggest researching the Egyptians and focus on the thoughts that come to 
mind as you do so. You won’t find the answers right away but rather gentle clues or words that will get 
you headed in the right direction. They do this to help you go slow. It can be frustrating but your health 
and wellbeing are more important than any advancement through lessons.  

 

Much Love, 

Ki’leah 


